
Guidelines 
and Specs

TIP #2
Camera tips

Please ensure you hold the phone in landscape 
orientation! Shoot in HD.

 

Keep the phone/ camera as steady as possible for the 
best quality shot. Watch those fingers over the camera!

TIP #3
Static shots - Don’t zoom in or out 

Try not to zoom while recording. 

If you need to change angle stop recording, move 
the camera and begin recording again.

Before you get too excited, you need to get approval
for your video idea from your Programme Manager.

1.

2.

3.

4.

After that, email shendry@op.ac.nz to get approval 
from Otago Polytechnic Marketing.

Once approved, follow the tips below and check out this 
example video to get you started making your first How To.
If the footage you supply meets the specifications below, 
you’ll get the $50 per video!

We’re all afraid of talking on camera, but we’ve made it easy 
so you don’t need to do any talking and we also do the editing.
All we need from you is the footage. 

If possible shoot with natural lighting. eg. near a window
or outside

 

TIP #1
Plan your shots

Think about the shots you’ll need to get before
filming to effectively show the process.

 A rough storyboard is a great way to do this.

Wear appropriate gear and ensure best practice
is used or we can’t show it!

 

create a How To video

Click here to 
view video 

 

>

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1qPEwU4Kiwo&feature=youtu.be


Editing the footage

TIP #4
Different angles - the more the better 

Close Ups Birds eye viewWide shots - establishing shot

Try get close ups of the process
and especially of the final product

Try to capture the enviroment 
you’re filming is being done in 
eg. workshop, outdoors, kitchen

If possible this shot can be a good
way to show process, the key thing
is to have it perfectly straight above
it and keep it as still as possible

There won’t be any audio in the video
so we are going to use simple writing
to show steps.

Also need space for logo and title 

TIP #5
Leave space in shot (please)

When filming think about where the 
text will go in the shot.

TIP #6
Student profile shot

Please include a 5 sec video shot of student 
with the finished product with space for name 
and what they study.

Generally a upper body shot would
work best.

If possible some kind of interaction
with product would be effective.

Don’t worry about recording your voice or any other sounds.
As these are going to be used on social media we will remove
the audio and use simple graphic/text instructions.

Please provide us with a simple written step by step list of the 
process. Also include your full name and study area.

Please email shendry@op.ac.nz to arrange collection of 
the footage you took.

We edit the footage so don’t worry about the length of it how 
much many takes you have. The more footage the better!
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